SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION(INDIA)
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA(I)/ Rajasthan/Correspondence/2016-2017 /14

Date:07.11.2016

To,
Chief General Manager,
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
Sub: - Injustice with the disciplined and obedient executives by discriminatory functioning of circle
administration.
Circle administration had considered request transfers of executives on 31st March 2016 on
continuous presentation of association. The executives had been transferred on longest stay basis to
enable the request transfers. Some executives had been transferred long back on longest stay basis
before 2-3 to 5-6 years, but they have managed there relieving, due to this situation that a executive
had been transferred before 5 to 6 years but not got relieved but other executive who is too much
junior in the stay at the same station who had been relieved just after issuance of transfer orders. To
overcome this problem all the executives those have under transfer were got relieved with the
instructions to join immediately at their transferred station.
The disciplined and obedient executives had joined their duties but some notorious persons
have managed their transfer orders got issued to the other circles and approached the Court of Law for
relieving/cancellation of their transfer orders but ultimately they all have lost their court cases and they
have been served charge sheets under Rule-36 for indisciplined and disobedience of orders of Circle
administration, even after that they didn’t bothering at all, they have tried there level best to influence
the circle administration through any mediators, even some drivers of departmental vehicles and also
working as mediator’s to manage their transfer order cancelled by hook and crook. Some three four
persons succeeded to manage their orders held in abeyance till 31st March 2017 or modified their place
of posting and some cases are in pipeline even after the entire situation and gravity of these transfers
have been narrated to CGMT Rajasthan just after his joining and requested for doing justice to
disciplined and obedient officers they have joined their duties at transferred stations and obeyed the
orders of administration.
If transfer orders of any executive will be cancelled on any fictitious ground than all the
executives those are junior in stay should also be brought back on their parent station by transferring
them on govt. cost otherwise this association will be compelled to serve notice for launching
trade union actions immediately.
I hope your good honour will personally look in to this vital issue and resolve faverably so that
peace and harmony may not disturb.

S.S. Rajput
Circle Secretary (SNEA)
Copy to :Sh. K. Sabestin, General Secretary, SNEA Bhavan, Ramesh Nagar, New Delhi.

